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In a Cherry flow without sources, with positive divergence on the saddles, almost 
all points goes to a sink. ( 1992 Academic Pres, Inc. 
1. INTR~D~CTI~N 
The problem of classifying vector fields with a finite number of 
singularities, all of them hyperbolic, on the two-dimensional torus was 
treated in [4]. In the same context is posed the following question: given 
a vector field X on the torus with a finite number of singularities, all of 
them hyperbolic, how big is the union U of the bidimensional invariant 
manifolds of X, in the topological sense (density), and in the metric sense 
(Lebesgue measure)? Of course, if X is such that the closed orbits are 
hyperbolic and has not non-trivial recurrences, then U will have total 
Lebesgue measure. The Morse&male fields are the simplest examples. 
The problem is interesting only when X presents non-trivial recurrences. 
Some partial answers are already known: 
If the vector field X, without closed orbits, has non-positive divergence 
on the singularities then CJ is dense on the torus [4]. 
If X, without closed orbits, has only two singularities, where the 
divergence is non-positive, then U is not only dense but has total Lebesgue 
measure [S]. 
Clearly these results are still true if the field has sources instead of sinks 
and the sign of the divergence of X on the singularities is changed. 
Here we treat the problem when the field X, without closed orbits, has 
a finite number of hyperbolic singularities, sinks and saddles, and positive 
divergence on the saddle-type singularities. For infinitely many values of 
c1 E (0, 1 ), the field X, given by 
X,(x, y) = - ( 1 + cos mx + sin ny, a( 1 + sin mx) + cos ny), 
where m and n are positive integers with m 2 n, is an analytic example of 
such a field [l]. 
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The problem is open if we drop the condition about the divergence of the 
field on the singularities of saddle-type or if we allow the vector field to 
have both sinks and sources. 
We thank Pedro Mendes and Wellington de Melo for introducing us to 
the problem and helpful conversations. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Consider X a C&-field. We say that a point x is recurrent if there is a 
sequence t, + f co such that X,&x) + x, where t H X,(x) denotes the flow 
of X through x. If the recurrent point x is a singularity or belongs to a 
closed orbit of X we say that X has a trivial recurrence otherwise we say 
that X has non-trivial recurrence. 
We call a Cherry field a ?-field on the torus T2 without closed orbits 
which presents singularities, all of them hyperbolic, and non-trivial 
recurrence. The first example of such a field was given by Cherry in [2]. 
We define ‘G? as the class of the Cherry fields with sinks and saddles as 
singularities and such that div(X) > 0 on the saddles. 
The main result of this work is given by the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. The union U of the stable manifolds of the sinks of XE %? 
has total Lebesgue measure. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is obtained from results about monotone maps 
on the circle S’. 
It is not difficult to obtain for each XE ‘Z, a C” curve C ‘v S’ on TZ 
which does not bound a disk and is everywhere transversal to X. We define 
a continuous mapf: Z -+ C putting f (x) as the first return of x to C by the 
flow of X if it exists and is constant on the (closed) intervals where it is not 
defined. Such a map belongs to the class 9 defined below [4]: 
Consider S’ = R (mod 1) with induced metric and orientation, and 
denote by W the class of the monotone maps f: S’ + S’ with the following 
properties: 
(1) f is C’ except for a finite number of points, a,, b,, a,, b,, . . . . 
ap, b,, ordered this way on the circle. 
(2) f is constant on each interval Ji = [a,, hi] for each i = 0, 1, . . . . p. 
(3) Df(x) # 0 if x$ P= UfcO J; and Of(x) tends monotonously to 
infinity when x tends to ai (resp. hi) by the lefthand side (resp. righthand 
side). 
(4) f has no periodic points. 
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The map f defined above satisfies condition (4) by the existence of 
non-trivial recurrence and condition (3) by the divergence hypothesis. 
The intervals Ji will be called plateaux. 
Given fin 9’ we define, for II 3 1: 
/1=n~=,n,,and;i=n~=,/1,. 
We observe that a point x of C belongs to U if and only if XE S’\A. So, 
Theorem 2.1 follows from the fact that iT has Lebesgue measure zero. We 
will prove a stronger result though. 
Given a compact set K E R, we denote by c( K, E) the minimal number of 
intervals with length E needed to cover K. The limit capacity of K is defined 
by 
c(K) = lim sup ‘n(“z,2)‘. 
i. - 0 
It is easy to verify that a set with limit capacity equal to zero has 
Lebesgue measure zero, and more, has Hausdorff dimension zero. See [7]. 
What we prove is: 
THEOREM 2.2. rff E 9 then c(2) = 0. 
Theorem 2.2 follows from the expansivity of the function f: Another 
consequence of this expansivity is: 
THEOREM 2.3. The number of closed orbtis of a field Y Cr-close to a 
Cherry field X E 59 is at most the number of sinks qf X. 
The proofs are presented in Section 4. 
3. ROTATION 
We present in this section the proof of a few facts concerning irrational 
rotation of the circle that will be used later. 
We denote by R,: S’ + S’ the rigid rotation by angle p defined by 
R,(x) = x + p(mod 1). 
It is well known that if a continuous and monotonous map f: S’ + S’ 
has no periodic point then there exist an irrational number p E [O, I] and 
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a continuous map h: S’ + S’ which is a semi-conjugacy between f and R,, 
that is, h is order-preserving, onto, and h(f(x)) = R,(h(x)), VXE S’. In 
particular, the order of the points in an orbit off is the same as the order 
of the points in an orbit of R,,. 
As we deal with a fixed irrational number p we will use the notation 
x, = R;,(x). 
For x E S’ we define q0 = 1 and inductively, the sequence qn by 
Observe that the definition of qn depends only on p and not on x. 
For n > 0 we define 6, = d(x, xyJ. By definition of q, we have that 6, is 
decreasing, and as {x,; i 3 0} is dense in S’ (p is irrational), 6, converges 
to zero. 
Propositions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 below are well known and their proofs will 
be included for completeness. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The points ( xQln ,. n > 0} approach x from the right and 
the points {xyZn+,; n 2 0} approach x ,from the left (or vice-versa). 
Proof: Supposing the points ,yyn+, and xy, are both on the same side of 
x, the point xy, + , lies between x and xy, by definition of q,, + , Then, as R, 
is an isometry, we have 
4x, x Y~+i(yn)=d(~y,.,‘xYn)<d(x,x~,), 
and so qn + , - qn 3 qn + , , a contradiction. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The distance of any two points of X,” = {x0, . . . . x,“-, j 
is at least 6,,- 1 . 
Proof: Let x, and x, be two consecutive points of Xq,, with r < s. 
Suppose that x, , and x, ~, are not consecutive and let xp be a point of 
X,. between them. If we had p < q,, - 1 then xp + I would be a point of X,, 
between x, and x,. Hence we must have p = q,, - 1 and so x,,, lies between 
x, and x,. As between x0 and xy, there is no point of X,” r must be zero. 
So, if r > 0, the points x, _ 1 and x,+ , are consecutive and, by induction, x0 
and x, _ , are consecutive points of XqD. 
As the distance of a point of {x,, . . . . xy,-, } from x0 is at least 6, _, by 
definition of qn, we have d(x,, x,) = d(x,, x,_,) 2 S, , . 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf 0 <j d qn and xj E (x0, xy,. , ) then j = qn _ 2 + aq, ~ 1 
for some a2 1. 
Proof: Suppose without loss of generality that xy,-, <x0 <x,~<xx,~~, 
and define CI( 1) = qn _ 2 + lq, ~, . The point x,,, ) is then on the left side of 
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x 4nmZ and as ~x,(,,,T,_J=~~-~ <d.-, we have that x~<x,(~)<x,~~,, 
and there does not exist any point x, with 0 <,j < q,, between x,(, , and xy, z 
(Proposition 3.2). 
It cannot be that CI( 1) > qn or we would have d(xy,, Ox,) < 6,-_> with 
a( 1) - qn < qn , which is not possible (Proposition 3.2). Hence, c(( 1) 6 qn. 
If E( 1) = q, the proof is finished. Suppose that c(( 1) < q,] and consider 
a(2)=qnm,+2q,-,. So d((a(l), a(2))=6,, ,, and d(x,,a(l))>6, , 
because c(( 1) < q,,. Hence we have x0 < xXcz, < x,(,) < x,~ z and there does 
not exist any point x, between x,,~) and .x,,~ ) with 0 <j < q,,. 
It cannot be that 42) >qn or we would have d(~,~, x,(~)) < 6, 2 with 
42) - qn < q,,+ , . Then (r(2) d qn. 
If a(2) = q,, the proof is finished. If not, we consider a(3) = qn 2 + 3q,-~, 
Following this process, after a finite number of steps we conclude the proof. 
In particular, there exists for each n 3 1 a natural number a, such that 
qn=qn- z+a,*q,,- I. I 
We will say that the finite subsets A and B of S’, with the same number 
of elements, alternate if each connected component of S’\A contains one 
point of B. 
Given y, E S’, let x0 E (y Yn, y Ynm2) be a point not in the negative orbit 
of y,. We define j= (x0, n) as being the smallest index i > 0 such that 
Remark. Observe that if x E (ymy,,yp,n ,) then .fi’r,“‘(~) E 
(y-y,,,ypy,.m~2) for some n’an. 
As x,“~(y~,x,) we have that j<q,,. By Prop.3.3, j=qn-z+aqnp, 
for some a > 1. Therefore, j> qn , and X~E (yo, y+ ,). In particular, 
4YO~X,)Qt, -1. 
LEMMA 3.4. The sets X, = {x0, . . . . x, . , > and { y,, . . . . y ~, + , } alternate. 
Proof. Consider the intervals L,=(ym~,,xip,) for r=l,...,j-1 and 
Lo=(yo,xo). We have that IL,I=d(yo,xj)<6,p, for r=l,...,j-1. As 
the distance between two points of X, is at least 6,-, the intervals L, with 
r E ( 1, . . . . j - 1) are pairwise disjoint. By the definition of j we have that 
Lo n L, # Q,5 only if r = 0. Then the intervals L,, r = 0, 1, . . . . j- 1, are 
pairwise disjoint and the sets (x0, . . . . xi-. , } and {yo, y _ ,, . . . . Y~.~+ i}
alternate. m 
Consider now y, and zo, distinct points of S’, and X~E (ypsl,,y-qnmz) 
which is not in the negative orbit of the points y, and zo. Let k <j, 
k = k(x,, n), be the unique natural number such that there is no point of 
1 x0, xi, . . . . x,_,} between the points y-, and zo. As {xi; i>O} is dense in 
S’ we can suppose that k > 1. 
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LEMMA 3.5. The sets {y,,y ,,..., ypk+,,zO,z~ ,,..., z-,+~+~) and X, 
alternate. 
ProoJ: As {yo, Y-,, . . . . Y ,+ , } alternates with Xi it is enough to prove 
that there is no point of X, between ypkmi and zz, for i=O, 1, . . ..j-k- 1. 
Suppose this is false (in particular k <j- 1). Then there exists an 
1E (1, 2, . ..) j-k-l} such that th ere is no point of X, between ypkm, and 
7 L ~; with i= 0, . . . . I- 1 and there is an r E 0, 1, . . . . j- 1 such that X, is 
between y mmk I and z ,. We must have r =j- 1 because if r <j < - 1 then 
X rtl would be a point of X, between y-,-, and zmi with i=l- 1 cl. 
We have two cases to consider: 
(a) z,~Lk*=[y k,~~,m k).
In this case we have Y~~~~<x~-~<z~/<x~-~~/. But l<j-k-l< 
j-l because l<j-k-l and k>l. Thus, as d(y~k~,,xj~k-.,)<S,,~I, 
there would exist two distinct points, .x, ~, and xi k ~ ,, of Xi with distance 
less than 6, ~, . This cannot happen by Proposition 3.2. 
(b) zo$G. 
We have z,<y-, and so zz,<x,~,<y~_,~,. Then z-,+,<x,< 
y--k-l+ I’ But ldj-k-l and k31 implies l<k+l-l<j-1. As 
between y, and x0 there is no point of ( y,, y- , , . . . . yei+, } we have 
zz,+,<x,<x,<y~,~,+, and then zO<x,~,<y~,, against thedefinition 
of k. H 
Given y,, z:, zi, . . . . zOp, distinct points of S’ and X,,E (y. Yn, y- y,-,) not 
in the negative orbit of these points, we define kj (ki(xo, n) <j(x,, n)) as 
the natural number such that there is no point of Xj between the points 
y-k, and zk for i= 1, 2, . . . . p. Suppose 1 6 k, < k2 6 . . d k, (renumbering 
the indice of z6 if necessary). 
By using Lemma 3.5 it is easy to conclude the following: 
LEMMA 3.6. 
z?~ 
The set {Y,,Y-,, . . . . ypklcl, Z&Z?, ,..., zlkztk,+,, Z& 
]9 . ..1 Z?ki+k2+ 1, . . . . ZOp, z!, , . . . . zPJ+kp+ ,} alternates with Xi. 
4. EXPANSIVITY 
To prove Theorem 2.2 we show that for a function f in 9 we have 
expansivity in the sense that, given 1> 1, there exists NE N such that 
(p)‘(X) > II, vx E A. 
The following lemma is proved using arguments due to Denjoy [3]: 
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LEMMA 4.1. For each f E 9 there exists a constant K > 0 depending only 
on f such that if Xand Y alternate and (Xu Y)nJ,= {y’}c Y then 
l&f’(x)aK n f’(y). 
ytY P 
Proof For each i = 0, 1, . . . . p choose an open interval Vi containing .I; 
such that: 
(i) Vin V,=@ if i#j. 
(ii) f’(z)>f’(w) if .zE V\P, where V= VOu ... u V,, and w$ V. 
(iii) W, n X # (21, where W, denotes the connected component of 
S’\ V at the lefthand side of Vi. 
We call V+ (resp. V;- ) the connected component of V,\J, at the 
righthand (resp. lefthand) side of .I,. For XE X, we denote by a(x) (resp. 
s(x)) the first point of Y which is at the left (resp. right) side of x. Let x1 
be the point of Xn Wi closest to Vi. 
Putting m * = inf, E S ,,,, V log Of(z) and denoting by A4 the total variation 
of log Of in S’\ V we have: 
(a) f’(x) >f’(s(x)) if x E V,? and so 
A= i c [logDf(x)-10gDf(s(x))1~0 
i=o rGv+ 
(b) f’(x)>f’(a(x)) if XE V, and so 
B= 2 1 [logDf(x)-logDf(a(x))l>O 
I = 0 x t v; 
(cl c=cxcsqv,sie.~~ [log Of(x) -log Of (s(x))] > -M. 
So we have 
1 log Df(x)- c log Of(y) 
.Y c x YE PP 




rvXf’(x)aK n f’(y). I 
.VEY P 
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Given f~9, we put YPi=h(fP’(J,)) and ?~i=h(f’~‘(J,)) for 
s = 1, 2, . ..) p. We will suppose by now that h(J,) # h(J,>) if r #s. 
By the Mean Value theorem, there exists for each i a point, that 
we denote by y-, (2.“;; s= 1, 2, . . . . p), such that 1 f ‘+ ‘(J,)( = 
f’(y -. j)l fPi(Jo)l (I f-” ‘(J,)I =f’(z?,) fPi(J,,)I). Then, if x E /i and 
II(X)E (yPy,,, j -YnmZ), we have by Lemmas 3.6 and 4.1, 
j- 1 h,-1 k2-k, I 
,;of”(xi)~K n ,f’(Y l) n f’(z!-,) 
r>I 121 
k, ~ k2 ~ 1 , -k,~- I 
x fl fW,) ... n .f’(z”;) 
,21 i21 
which becomes, by the choices we have made 
u-9 (xl 2 K 
IJol IJ,I I J2I I J, I - 
If ‘“(Jo)1 l.f-“(J,)I If-“YJz)l “‘If--dp(Jp)l’ 
where d,=k,-1, d,=k,-k,-1, d2=k3-k2-l,...,dp=j-kp-1. 
As lim,,, I f-“(J,)I = 0, all the factors are bounded away from zero, 
and as do + d, + . . . +d,=j-p-l andj-+cc whenn+cx,atleastoneof 
them tends to infinity when n tends to infinity. So there exists no E N such 
that (fj)’ (x) > 2 if n 2 n,. 
If we had h(J,) = h(J,) with r # s then one of the connected components 
of S’\ { J, u J,}, say M, would have the same image by h, because h is 
order-preserving. In this case Mn II = @ and in Lemma 4.1 we could think 
of f as having less than p + 1 plateaux, considering J, u Mu J, as a 
plateau. 
This proves that there exists ~,EN such that, for XE /1 and h(x) E 
KY,, JL~,~~) with n 2 no, we can find an r = j(x) satisfying (f’)’ (x) > 2. 
The next lemma extends this result. 
LEMMA 4.2. There exists fl E N and for each x E A there is an r = r(x) 
such that r(x) < fi and (f’)’ (x) > 2. 
Proof For each x E S’ we denote by t(x) the smallest index i such that 
W’(x)) E (L/“$ Y-q”“-J 
and put t = sup {t(x); x E S’ 1. 
We choose n, >no such that f’(z)>2/m’ if h(z)~(~~,y~,J, where 
m = inf {f’(x); x E S’\ P}. Of course, we can suppose m < 1. 
Let us put x~=~‘(~)(x) andj,=j(x,). As h(f’O(x,))~(y~,~,,y~~...~) for 
some n’ 2 no, we can repeat the process and find j, =j(f”(xo)), such that 
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(f”)’ (f’“(x0))>2. Then we can find inductively j, =j(f”‘(x,)) such that 
(fh)’ (f”‘(xo))>2, where s;=j,+ ... t-j,-,. 
We observe that if /Z(X)E (j Yn,-V my,mz) then the distance between 
h(fj(“‘(x)) and h(x) is at least a,,, because j(x) < q,,. Hence, after a finite 
number u of steps, we will have 
W”(-%)) E (Vo, .v Yn, ).
Then, for r(x) = t(x) + s, + 1, we have 
(f”“‘)’ (x) =f’(f”u(xo))(f”“)’ (x,)(,f”‘))’ (x) > (2/m’) 2Um’ > 2. 
More, as j, 6 qn, for 0 < i < U, we have that r(x) < t + uq,, + 1. But the 
number u of steps is uniformly bounded on x and then there exists fl EN 
such that r(x) d b. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Given 1, > 1, there exists NE N such that (f”)’ (x) > 2 if 
n>N, VXEA. 
Proof: There is an CY EN such that 2”mP > A. So, if n > N = C@ we have 
(f”)’ (xl > A. I 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Given A > 1, there exists NE N such that (f N)’ (x) > I., 
VXE Ahi. 
Proof. It is enough to observe that if x E /i and w E n ,,, are in the same 
connected component of A, then the positive orbits of x and w till the 
iterate N- 1 have the same position relative to the preimage of the 
plateaux f - ‘(JS), 0 < i < N - 1, 1 <S <p, and so the same estimate we have 
done for (f“‘)’ (x) is valid for (f “‘)I (w). 1 
The proof of the following lemma was extracted from [7]. 
LEMMA 4.5. Consider g: K, v u K, + [0, 1) a continuous function, 
where Ki denotes a closed interval, and put r= n,, a0 g-“( [0, 11). If g is 
differentiable on the interior of each K, with / g’(x)1 2 E,> 1, Vx~int(K;) 
then 
log r 
c(T)<- log 1. 
Proof We can of course suppose that r < A, otherwise the result is 
trivial. 
Let .q, E (0, 1) be such that r can be covered with no more than E- ’ 
intervals of length E, for all FE (0, so). As 1 g’(x)\ >, i> 1, Vx~int(K,), we 
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have that V’E  (0, Ed) Kin I- can be covered with no more than E ~ ’ inter- 
vals of length A-‘&. In other words, VE E (0, I- ‘so), Kin r can be covered 
with no more than A-i&-’ intervals of length E and so, V&E (0, E.-‘E~) r 
can be covered with no more than rl--l~ -i intervals of length E. 
Hence, by induction, we have c(T, &)<(rj.F’)“~~‘, V&E (0, lpn&O). 
Given O<E<E~, there exists n E N such that 3, ‘- ‘co < E < 3.-%,,, and 
then, 
log c( r, E) 6 log( rA ~ i )” E - ’ 
log&K’ log E--i 
~*~nlog(rl~‘)<1~nlogr-nlogi 




Hence we have 
c(r) = lim sup log ccc 8) log r 6 lim A(n)=- 
e-0 log&& n-rno log 1.’ ’ 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For k E N we consider g, = f kN: R,, --f A,. We 
have 1 g;(x)\ 2 Ik > 1, Vx E int(?Ik,$), and the number of connected 
components of ;ik, is at most klv(p + 1). 
By Lemma 4.5 we have 
c(J) < 
log kiV(p + 1) 
logik ’ 
QkEN 
and then c(A) = 0. m 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. If Y is sufficiently Cs-close to X then we have 
that Y is transversal to C, and (f p)’ (x) > 1, Vx E A ,, because fx is 
Cm-close to fx [4]. Then any closed orbit of Y must be repulsive. Using 
the theorem of Poincare-Bendixson we conclude that between any two 
closed orbits of Y we must have a sink. 1 
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